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Excited state character of Cibalackrot-type
compounds interpreted in terms of Hückelaromaticity: a rationale for singlet ﬁssion
chromophore design†
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The exact energies of the lowest singlet and triplet excited states in organic chromophores are crucial to
their performance in optoelectronic devices. The possibility of utilizing singlet ﬁssion to enhance the
performance of photovoltaic devices has resulted in a wide demand for tuneable, stable organic
chromophores with wide S1–T1 energy gaps (>1 eV). Cibalackrot-type compounds were recently
considered to have favorably positioned excited state energies for singlet ﬁssion, and they were found to
have a degree of aromaticity in the lowest triplet excited state (T1). This work reports on a revised and
deepened theoretical analysis taking into account the excited state Hückel-aromatic (instead of Bairdaromatic) as well as diradical characters, with the aim to design new organic chromophores based on
this scaﬀold in a rational way starting from qualitative theory. We demonstrate that the substituent
strategy can eﬀectively adjust the spin distribution on the chromophore and thereby manipulate the
excited state energy levels. Additionally, the improved understanding of the aromatic characters enables
us to demonstrate a feasible design strategy to vary the excited state energy levels by tuning the number
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and nature of Hückel-aromatic units in the excited state. Finally, our study elucidates the complications
and pitfalls of the excited state aromaticity and antiaromaticity concepts, highlighting that quantitative
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results from quantum chemical calculations of various aromaticity indices must be linked with qualitative
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theoretical analysis of the character of the excited states.

Introduction
Singlet exciton ssion in organic molecules has the potential to
signicantly improve the eﬃciency of silicon-based photovoltaics through the reduction of thermalization losses. By
absorbing a single higher energy photon, bringing a molecule to
a singlet excited state, and converting this state into two
equivalent lower energy triplet excited states one can potentially
increase the single-junction photovoltaic limit up to 35%.1,2 In
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order to achieve this, strict energetic conditions must be met;
the lowest triplet (T1) energy levels must be >1.11 eV (the
bandgap of silicon) and the singlet energy level must be 2  T1
(so that singlet ssion can occur). The development of design
rules that allow for the identication and synthesis of new
singlet ssion chromophores is therefore arguably one of the
most important challenges in functional organic materials
research today. There have been several proposed design rules
including the use of diradicaloid systems,3–5 the assessment of
the diradicaloid character of a chromophore,6,7 and the
manipulation of aromaticity to engineer the excited states,8–12
which has led to a diverse range of structures in the hunt for
improved singlet ssion materials.13–15 However, the fact that
linear acenes remain the most successful chromophore for use
in singlet ssion photovoltaics, despite their well-documented
instability,16,17 demonstrates that more work must be done to
understand the underlying design principles.
Our ambition is to develop rened design rules based on
aromaticity as this can facilitate the identication of novel ways
for the tailoring of molecules that function as chromophores for
singlet ssion photovoltaics. Aromaticity comes in diﬀerent
forms, e.g., Hückel-,18 Möbius-,19,20 Baird-,17–29 and spherical
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aromaticity.30,31 Of relevance for the study presented herein are
Hückel-aromaticity of closed-shell cycles with 4n + 2p-electrons
and Baird-aromaticity of cycles with 4np-electrons in their
triplet pp* states.22,25,32,33 According to quantum chemical
calculations the Baird-aromaticity concept can also be extended
to the lowest singlet excited state of simple annulenes,34–36
supported by spectroscopic observations.27,32,37,38 Lately, the
concepts have been utilized to rationalize a range of photophysical and photochemical properties and processes.
Cibalackrot-type compounds (indolonaphthyridines), some
of which can be proved to undergo singlet ssion, were recently
considered by one of us to have a degree of aromaticity in the
lowest triplet excited state (T1).9 The basis for the conclusions
was the observation of negative nucleus independent chemical
shis (NICS) in the pyrrole rings, which were interpreted as
indicative of some inuence of 4p-electron pyrrole dicationic
rings. Based on this nding it was suggested that these
compounds were Baird-type aromatics. The remarkable photostability of the Cibalackrot chromophore, alongside its facile
tuneability, also makes it an attractive candidate for use in
singlet ssion photovoltaics. Another recent example of
a singlet ssion material which, based on computations, was
suggested to have Baird-aromatic character in its triplet state is
dipyrrolonaphthyridinedione (DPND).10 In this context, it can
be noted that compounds with 4np-electron cycles have been
reported to show high photostability both in excited triplet and
singlet states,32,39 a feature that could be traced to excited state
Baird-aromatic character.19
Yet, even though the predominant form of aromaticity in the
rst pp* excited states is the Baird-type aromaticity of 4npelectron cycles there are caveats. For example, a pp* triplet state
can be of Hückel–Baird hybrid type as earlier found for
a quinoid compound (TMTQ) in its T1 state.40,41 The T1 state of
such a compound has a central unit simultaneously inuenced
by both Hückel-aromaticity and Baird-aromaticity. Also, electronically excited states can be described by pure Hückel-type
aromaticity, as observed for the charge-transfer state of a 6aminosubstituted fulvene-based molecular motor where a 6pelectron cyclopentadienyl anionic ring makes an important
contribution.42 With this background it is obvious that the
excited state aromaticity concept has its complications and
pitfalls, and it should be important to outline these as precisely
as possible so as to enable a more eﬃcient design of molecules
with targeted properties. Thus, we would here like to report on
a deepened and broadened analysis of the aromatic character of
Cibalackrot-type compounds in their T1 states. Are Cibalackrottype compounds Hückel-aromatic in their T1 states?
We argue that with a proper description of the excited state
aromatic character of Cibalackrot-type compounds we can, in
a second part of this study, go further and make use of qualitative arguments to design new chromophores based on this
scaﬀold. We outline the basic scope and limitations of this
chromophore as well as various derivatives in the context of its
application in singlet ssion materials. In addition, the exploration could serve as a guide on how to interpret and apply the
concepts of excited state aromaticity and antiaromaticity,
avoiding the pitfalls that undoubtedly exist. A more
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comprehensive and proper view on how various forms of
aromaticity and antiaromaticity impact on the excited state
energies of molecules should enable a more rational and eﬃcient development of optically active compounds for, e.g.,
singlet ssion photovoltaics.

Results and discussion
Focusing on the Cibalackrot-type compounds, we rst dissected
the eﬀects of aromaticity in both the ground state (S0) and the T1
state of the parent Cibalackrot molecule (CIBA). An improved
understanding of the role of aromaticity in its S0 and T1 states is
core to an improved strategy for further design of singlet ssion
chromophore candidates based on this molecule. Then, with
such an understanding, routes on how to select substituents
and how to further alter the Cibalackrot core (e.g., by benzannelation) so as to manipulate the excited state energy levels for
singlet ssion are presented. Finally, we reveal how the knowledge gained can be utilized to tune the excitation energies of
DPND derivatives. The analysis is based on computed aromaticity indices, including nucleus independent chemical shis
scans (NICS-XY) and NICS values at 1.7 Å (NICS(1.7)zz),43,44 plots
of the anisotropy of the induced current density (AICD),45 the
geometric harmonic oscillator model of aromaticity (HOMA),46
and the electronic aromatic uctuation (FLU)47 and multicentre
(MCI) indices.48
Parent Cibalackrot
In the description of CIBA we label the various rings as shown in
Fig. 1. Fused rings are labelled with two letters so that, e.g., AB
and CC0 represent the perimeters of the indole-like 9-membered
ring and the central 10-membered ring, respectively. For the
identication of Cibalackrot-type compounds with suitable
features for singlet ssion it is crucial to understand the
aromaticity eﬀects in both the S0 and the T1 states as the T1
energy (E(T1)) can be linked to the diﬀerence in the total counts
of aromatic cycles in the two states.
In the ground state (S0), the two benzene rings (A/A0 ) with six
p-electrons should have marked Hückel-aromatic character
(Fig. 1). This is supported by all aromaticity indices; the
magnetic indices, i.e., the p-electron-only AICD plots and the
NICS-XY scans reveal diamagnetic ring currents and negative
NICS values reaching 5.8 ppm (Fig. 2), the geometric HOMA
index is 0.924, and the electronic FLU and MCI indices (0.003
and 0.053, respectively) all reveal aromatic character. In
contrast, rings B and B0 display markedly positive NICS values,
suggesting antiaromatic character, but the AICD plot does not
reveal paratropic ring currents. Also, the HOMA value of rings B
and B0 (0.269) corresponds to a nonaromatic situation. The two
indole-units (AB and A0 B0 ) of CIBA in S0 have some moderate
aromatic character according to HOMA (0.629) but not so
according to NICS-XY and AICD.
According to Fig. 2, the CC0 moiety of CIBA in its S0 state
should
resemble
1,5-dihydro-1,5-naphthyridine-2,6-dione
(NARID, Fig. S1 and S2†). In S0, NARID has NICS values reaching down to 4.4 ppm while the CC0 moiety in CIBA has NICS
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Chemical structure of indolonaphthyridine-6,13-dione (CIBA),
the relevant atoms and rings in symmetric positions are signed with an
apostrophe. Hückel-aromatic units are marked as red in the lower
panel: two benzene units in the S0 state and two indole units in the T1
state.
Fig. 1

values at approximately 2 ppm, indicating nonaromatic
character. This is corroborated by the AICD plot which does not
display any signicant ring current. The FLU values of the two
compounds are similar (0.033 in NARID and 0.038 in the CC0
moiety of CIBA), although the HOMA diﬀer because the CC0 unit
in CIBA has a HOMA of 0.104 while it is 0.410 in NARID. Still,
the CC0 moiety of CIBA in its S0 state is best described as
nonaromatic (Table 1).
When going to the T1 state of CIBA the aromatic character
shis between the rings when compared to the S0 state.
According to both NICS-XY and AICD the diamagnetic ring
currents now expand from the 6p-electron A/A0 rings to the 10pelectron indole-like AB/A0 B0 units. The changes in the HOMA
values of various cycles also indicate interesting trends. First,
the HOMA of the AB and A0 B0 units in T1 is high (0.754) revealing
an enhanced aromatic character when compared to S0. The
HOMA values of the strongly aromatic A/A0 benzene rings
decrease minutely while the HOMA of the pyrrole rings
increases substantially. The electronic indices also reveal an
increased aromatic character of the AB/A0 B0 units as the FLU
value in the T1 state is lowered when compared to S0. Also, the
MCI value of the pyrrole rings is raised (0.011) while that of the
two benzene rings is reduced modestly. Yet, is this aromatic
character in the T1 state of Baird-type or of Hückel-type but with
a diﬀerent extension (localization) than in the S0 state?
To explore the type of aromaticity of the AB unit in the T1
state of CIBA we analysed the ratios DFLUab/FLU between the
diﬀerence in spin-separated FLU values (DFLUab ¼ FLUa 
FLUb) and the FLU. As noted above, the FLU value of the AB/A0 B0
units in the T1 state is lower than in the S0 state (0.007 vs. 0.013,
respectively), indicating an increase in the aromatic character.
Now, the value of DFLUab/FLU claries whether a cycle is Baird-

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

(a) p-Electron ring currents according to AICD and (b) p-NICSXY scan in the S0 and T1 states of CIBA calculated at GIAO/(U)B3LYP/6311+G(d,p)//(U)B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level.
Fig. 2

aromatic or Hückel-aromatic because DFLUab is zero or negligible for a Hückel-aromatic cycle while it has a nonzero value for
a Baird-aromatic cycle.40,41 As references, indole and pyrrole in
their closed-shell Hückel-aromatic S0 states have DFLUab/FLU
values which are exactly zero while the Baird-aromatic indole
and pyrrole dications in their triplet states have calculated
values of 2.34 and 4.02, respectively (Table S1†). We now nd
that the DFLUab/FLU ratios of the AB/A0 B0 moieties and the B/B0
rings of T1 state CIBA are low (0.180 and 0.186, respectively),
supporting an interpretation of the T1 state in terms of Hückelaromaticity. Furthermore, the cumulated atomic charges, obtained from a natural population analysis, in the AB/A0 B0 and B/
B0 rings are 0.418 and 0.400e, respectively. Finally, the
aromatic character of the indole-like AB moiety is very similar to
those of the separate (Hückel-aromatic) indole molecule in S0
(Fig. S3a and b†). Combined this makes it clear that the indole
units of CIBA in its T1 state are predominantly Hückel-aromatic
and not Baird-aromatic.
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S0

p-NICS(1.7)zz
FLU
DFLUab/FLU
MCI
HOMA

T1

A

B

C

AB

CC0

A

B

C

AB

CC0

5.8
0.003
—
0.053
0.924

13.2
0.026
—
0.007
0.269

3.3
0.032
—
0.009
0.146

—
0.013
—
—
0.629

—
0.038
—
—
0.104

12.3
0.005
0.307
0.048
0.898

7.0
0.016
0.180
0.011
0.493

0.5
0.033
0.820
0.005
0.225

—
0.007
0.181
—
0.754

—
0.033
0.881
—
0.072

The central NARID segment (CC0 ) of CIBA in its T1 state
clearly has a nonaromatic character according to both NICS and
AICD, as well as to HOMA (0.072). The spin density reveals that
the triplet diradical character is mainly localized within the
NARID unit. As shown in Fig. 3, 69% of the spin density is
localized on the CC0 segment, of which 22% and 40% at the two
carbonyl O atoms and the two Ca atoms, respectively. Also, the
spin density distribution within the central moiety is almost
identical with that of NARID (Fig. S2c†). This observation on the
triplet diradical localization to the CC0 moiety is consistent with
the description of the T1 state shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, the
FLU value is rather high (0.033) indicating a nonaromatic
situation. Although large DFLUab/FLU values are found for the
CC0 segment in triplet state CIBA and NARID (DFLUab/FLU ¼
0.820 and 0.881, respectively), these values are due to the
high spin density localized in this unit, and not to a Hückel–
Baird hybrid character.
The interpretation of the altered Hückel-aromatic character
when going from S0 to T1, and not a gain of Baird-aromaticity, is
further corroborated by the analysis of global delocalization
eﬀects (involving heavy atoms only) using the electron density
of delocalized bonds (EDDBH) method (Fig. 3b).49,50 The total
electron delocalization in CIBA is slightly more eﬀective in T1
than in the S0 state (+0.244e), but this is clearly an eﬀect of
enhanced p-conjugation (not cyclic p-delocalization) by
unpaired electrons exclusively within the NARID moiety
including the oxygen atoms (+1.408e), which to a large degree is
compensated by the overall reduction of paired-electron delocalization (1.164e) with respect to S0. Thus, the lack of cyclic
delocalization of spin-density and the actual reduction of
paired-electron delocalization conrm that there is no Bairdtype aromatic stabilization in CIBA in the T1 state, at least not
within the indole units. Here it is noteworthy DPND singlet
ssion chromophore was recently analysed,51 and also for this
compound there is a lack of triplet state Baird-aromatic character (see below and the ESI†), contrary to what was originally
stated.10
Importantly, the S1 state of CIBA is similar to the T1 state
since both states are described by single HOMO to LUMO
excitations and they exhibit similar delocalization and hole–
electron characters (Fig. S6 and Table S2†) along a tuning
variable (Fig. 4a). With this information we postulate that one
can tune the E(T1) and E(S1) in similar manners. The importance of this nding should be stressed as combined evaluations of the substituent eﬀects only functions for species in
which the T1 and S1 states are described by the same electron
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conguration. The opposite is illustrated by 5,10-bis(styryl)
dibenzo[a,e]pentalene. This compound functions as a singlet
ssion chromophore,52 in contrast to the parent compound,
dibenzo[a,e]pentalene, which stems from a relative stabilization
of the T1 state as compared to the S1 state upon the 5,10-bis(styryl) substitution of dibenzo[a,e]pentalene (Fig. S8†) caused by
a diﬀerence in the character of the T1 and S1 states.8
The results above show the spin density distribution and
how the aromatic character is localized among the rings in the

Fig. 3 (a) Spin density distribution in the T1 state of CIBA (r ¼ 0.0008),
and (b) EDDBH isosurfaces (r ¼ 0.006) with the corresponding electron populations in the S0 state and in the T1 state (total and dissected
into paired and unpaired-electron components), calculated at (U)
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 4 Schematic of curves of energy levels (E) vs. variable indexes, the
E0 deﬁned as the slope of E along the parameter x. There are three
expected situations (a–c) each separated into three regions: (i) where
aromaticity is not strong enough to ensure the stability (gray), (ii)
balance regions with combination of proper energy levels and good
stability (blue), and (iii) where the energy of T1 is so low that it tends to
undergo severe energy loss via the internal conversion process (red).

S0, T1 and S1 states. The excited state aromatic characters of
CIBA are closely linked to the Hückel aromatic contribution of
the indole-like AB ring while the diradical character is focused
to the central CC0 ring (supporting local resonance eﬀects
between C–C and C–O bonds according to the EDDBH results).
Based on this, in the second part of the study we probe how to
tune the excited state energy levels by substituents, by further
benzannelation, and other modications of the Cibalackrot
scaﬀold. The knowledge gained from the three aspects can be
combined into a design approach.

Substituted Cibalackrot-type compounds
The E(T1) of the parent CIBA is 1.73 eV for vertical excitation and
1.37 eV for adiabatic excitation, and as the spin density to
a signicant extent is localized to the two Ca atoms it should be
possible to further delocalize the radical-pair character onto the
substituents through proper choice of substituents. Such
enhanced spin delocalizations should lower the T1 state in
energy. As the S1 state, similar as the T1 state, is described by the
singly excited HOMO to LUMO excited conguration (Table
S2†), the energy of the S1 state (E(S1)), could according to
hypothesis above, change in energy to a similar extent as E(T1)
when changing the substituents at the two Ca positions. If this
holds then it should be possible to deduce a diagram with the
excited state energies as functions of the spin density at the
substituents as the variable by which the tuning is driven,
similar as done earlier by two of us through usage of the (excited
state) (anti)aromaticity as a tuning variable.8 We tested this
through the placement of radical stabilizing groups at the Capositions. The position of the threshold where 2E(T1) ¼ E(S1) is
located will depend on the DE(S1  T1) and the slopes of the
trendlines for E(T1) and E(S1).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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The diﬀerently substituted Cibalackrots (SCIBA's) in Fig. 5,
as well as further ones in Fig. S9,† were analysed. The thiophene
substituted model (SCIBA1) was taken from our previous work,9
as it undergoes singlet ssion. The benzene substituted model
(SCIBA2) was also involved as it was reported to not undergo
singlet ssion.53 Our computations now reveal that SCIBA2
exhibits higher E(T1) and E(S1) compared to SCIBA1 which
makes the E(S1)/E(T1) ratio smaller indicating a less eﬃcient
singlet ssion process. By considering the dihedral angles
between the substituents and the Ca–C(]O) bonds in the two
compounds in the S0 state (32.4 for SCIBA1 and 45.8 for
SCIBA2) it is clear that the conjugation to the phenyl groups in
SCIBA2 is weaker than to the thiopheno groups in SCIBA1, and
this likely contributes to a lower E(S1)/E(T1) ratio for SCIBA2. It
is also possible that the diﬀerent dihedral angles could inuence the stacking of the compounds in the solid state, which
can have eﬀects on the formation of the key intermediate state
of the singlet ssion.54,55 Thus, SCIBA1 and SCIBA2 provide
a connection between the theoretical results herein and experimental data on functioning singlet ssion chromophores.
We also tested cyano and vinyl substituents at the Ca atom as
well as a range of diﬀerent substituents with ethenyl or ethynyl
moieties as spacers, including radical-stabilizing cyano, nitro,
cyclooctatetraenyl (COTyl), cyclobutadienyl (CBDyl), borolyl, 22H-pyrazinyl, and bulky silyl groups (SCIBA3–13, 23–30,
Fig. S9†). Additionally, some of the above SCIBA compounds
were further substituted with cyano groups on the 3/30 positions
of the parent CIBA core (SCIBA15–22), representing the eﬀects
of diﬀerent substitution strategies. These species are discussed
in the ESI.† Here it should be noted that SCIBA23–30, despite
being synthetically unfeasible, enable us to examine the design
model towards and until the extreme point corresponding to
the full radical pair localization at the substituents X.
In the SCIBAs, the spin density at the Ca atoms of the parent
Cibalackrot is delocalized onto the substituents and a gradually
smaller portion of the spin density is located at the central CC0
moiety (Fig. S10†). Importantly, SCIBA13 with two CBDyl
substituents, despite being experimentally unrealistic, allow us
to explore computationally the extreme point with the T1 state
completely described as a radical pair with the unpaired spin
density at the two CBDyl groups (for the function of the CBDyl
groups in this regard see the ESI†).
To evaluate the potential of the new substituted Cibalackrots to undergo singlet ssion, the E(T1) and E(S1) were
calculated and plotted against the spin population of the
substituents X based on the optimized ground state geometry
and the relaxed T1 geometry of the compound, respectively
(Fig. 6a and b). Linear ts with reasonable correlations were
found and the higher the spin population on the substituents
X, the lower E(T1) and E(S1) of the compound in question. This
result agrees well with the radical delocalization approach for
stabilization of the T1 states. It is also apparent that the S1 state
displays a similar trend as the T1 state. Notably, none of the
ratios with vertical E(T1)'s exceed 2, while all those with adiabatic E(T1)'s do. Also, the spin population on the substituent Xs
are higher in the adiabatic T1 geometries compared to those of
the vertical geometries, which indicates that delocalization of
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Fig. 5 Chemical structures and relevant excitation energies (in eV) of the parent CIBA and SCIBA's. Calculations at TD-M06-2x/def2-SVP//M062X/def2-SVP level.

spin density onto the substituents X is accompanied by relaxation in the T1 state. For SCIBA1, the Cibalackrot derivative
which represents a functioning singlet ssion chromophore,9

6164 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6159–6171

the ratios are 1.76 and 2.44, respectively. Also notice, SCIBA2
exhibits smaller spin population on the Xs in both vertical and
adiabatic excitation, compared to SCIBA1, which could be

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Plots of excited state energies versus (a) the spin population on
the substituent X moieties based on vertical excitation, (b) on the
adiabatic excitation of T1 geometries and (c) diradical character y0 of
parent CIBA and SCIBAs. Subscripted ‘v’ refers to vertical excitation
energies based on S0 geometries and ‘a’ refers to adiabatic excitation
based on optimized T1 geometries.
Fig. 6

attributed to the diﬀerent substituents and result in diﬀerent
singlet ssion features.
Thus, with SCIBA1 as an anchor we can conclude that several
of the SCIBA's likely will function for singlet ssion, these being
SCIBA5, SCIBA8 and SCIBA12. Additional dicyano substitution
at the 3/30 positions, as in SCIBA15–22, could enhance their
performance further as the E(S1) and E(T1) slightly decreased.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Thus, the trend of the E(S1) and E(T1) indicates that ne-tuning
via choice of substituents is a design strategy that provides an
opportunity for tailoring chromophores to function in a singlet
ssion process. In the ESI† is also shown plots of E(T1) and E(S1)
versus the spin populations at the Ca and at the CC0 moieties,
respectively.
As predicted above SCIBA13 represents the extreme case with
essentially all unpaired spin density localized at the substituents, conrmed through the spin density distribution and the
EDDBH analysis (Fig. S11 and S12†). The optimized open-shell
singlet state of SCIBA13 is located minutely below the optimized T1 state, aﬀording an E(T1) of 0.003 eV. Importantly, the
E(T1) value of SCIBA13 falls on the trendline extrapolated from
the SCIBA's with regular substituents, revealing that the design
strategy functions all the way to this extreme point. Noteworthy,
we refrained from calculations of the vertical excitation levels of
S1 and T1 of SCIBA13 due to the diﬃculty of the computational
approaches for the calculation of excitations of compounds
with open-shell ground states.
Here it can be noted that only a limited number of substituent groups X were found to allow for spin populations in the
range 70–90%, i.e., groups that allow for a predominant yet not
complete localization of the two unpaired electrons onto the
substituents X as for SCIBA13. Aer an extensive search three
substituents with such features were identied, these being the
2-borolylvinyl, 3-borolylvinyl, and 2-2H-pyrazinylethynyl groups
(for all compounds examined see SCIBA23–30, Fig. S13 and
S14†). As noted above, most of these are not realistic, yet show
that the trend sustains.
One can also ask if there are substituents that raise E(T1) and
E(S1) relative to the parent CIBA? Such groups should be those
that resist delocalization of spin density onto them. Through
computations we nd that uoro substitution at Ca (SCIBA14)
signicantly raise E(S1) while E(T1) remains at a similar energy
when compared to the parent CIBA. This could be assigned to
the very strong electron withdrawing ability of the uorine
among the halogens, which resulted in the highest delocalization of the unpaired electrons at the carbonyl O and the Ca
atoms (see ESI† for detailed discussion).
The diradical character in the S0 state (y0) has earlier been
demonstrated to be an eﬀective indicator in the search of novel
candidates with potentials as singlet ssion chromophores.6,7
To explore the feasibility of the diradical character-based design
of the Cibalackrots, we plotted the relevant excited state energies against the y0 values in S0 state (Fig. 6c). The correlation
with the linear t is now slightly weaker than the plots based on
the spin population in the T1 state. Yet, considering that the
diradical character y0 is a property calculated in the S0 state
while the spin population is taken at the optimal T1 state
geometry, the poorer correlation can be understood. Moreover,
the y0 value provides a quicker prediction of the state energies of
a novel compound than the spin density in the T1 state.
Unsurprisingly, the y0 value correlates best with the vertical
E(T1). Notably, we excluded two compounds from the t of E(T1)
and E(S1) against y0, SCIBA11 and SCIBA13. For further
discussion see the ESI (Fig. S18†).
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We can now apply our earlier developed geometrical model
where the E(S1) and E(T1) are plotted against a variable along
which the energies vary.8 In the diagram that results the singlet
ssion chromophores are located towards the right side.
Previously we calculated the degree of (anti)aromaticity in S0 or
T1 as the variable against which E(T1) and E(S1) are plotted, yet
now we use the unpaired spin density at X or Ca (Fig. S19†) or
the diradical character value y0. However, this principle requires
that the T1 and S1 states are (i) described similarly, i.e., by the
same electron conguration except for the multiplicity diﬀerence, and (ii) that the exchange interaction is constant
throughout the set of molecules explored. The latter requires
that HOMO and LUMO are similarly distributed in the various
compounds.

Benzannelated Cibalackrot-type compounds
Having demonstrated the eﬀect of the extent of localisation of
spin density in the T1 state to the Ca atoms on the T1 energy
levels we now turn to the peripheral aromatic rings (AB/A0 B0
rings) of the Cibalackrot scaﬀold. Since our results above
suggest that the formation of the Hückel-type excited state

Edge Article
aromatic pyrrole rings is one of the drivers for the (de)localisation of the unpaired electrons towards the Ca and carbonyl O
atoms of the NARID core this indicates that by altering the
aromatic character of the peripheral benzannelated moieties it
should also be possible to tune the excited state energies. This
could then oﬀer two independent and complementary design
handles for the manipulation of excited state energies.
We rst consider the size of the peripheral aromatic system
by both removing (BCIBA0) and adding (BCIBA2) linearly fused
benzene rings relative to CIBA. Looking at the excited state
energies it is clear that the addition of linearly fused rings raises
both S1 and T1 energetically which in the usual context of
chromophore design would be considered counterintuitive. Yet,
we can rationalise these changes by considering the degree of
Hückel-aromaticity in the peripheral rings in the S0 and T1
states. In all three cases we observe a gain in aromaticity of the
pyrrolic rings when going from S0 to T1. In the case of CIBA and
BCIBA2 in their S0 states we observe that the benzene and
naphthalene ring systems are aromatic while none of the rings
in BCIBA0 are (Fig. 7, S20 and S21†). Next, also the T1 state can
be understood from the perspective of Clar's sextets as each of
the three compounds in this state is described by two Clar's

Fig. 7 (a) Chemical structure of BCIBAs, the relevant atoms and rings in symmetric positions are signed with an apostrophe. Red units represent
cycles which are Clar's sextets in the S0 and T1 states, respectively. (b) Plots of excited state energies of the compounds. Subscripted ‘v’ refers to
vertical excitation energies based on S0 geometries and ‘a’ refers to adiabatic excitation based on optimized T1 geometries. (c) Relative energies
Eref of the BCIBA2 isomers in the S0 and adiabatic T1 states, with the S0 state of BCIBA2 as the reference.
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sextets, but in CIBA and BCIBA2 they are migrating while
localized in BCIBA0. Now, as BCIBA0 lacks Clar's sextets in its S0
state while CIBA and BCIBA2 have two each, it becomes obvious
that the lower E(T1) of BCIBA0 can be rationalized by a relative
gain in Hückel-aromaticity upon excitation to T1. The relative
aromaticity gain is smaller for CIBA and BCIBA2 in T1 as their
aromatic units merely expand by incorporating the pyrrole
rings. In addition, there is a diﬀerence in the S0 state for the
latter two compounds which impacts on E(T1) as the two
migrating sextets of S0 state BCIBA2 should provide for an
enhanced stability as compared to the two localized sextets of S0
CIBA. Additionally, one can observe more negative NICS values
in rings A and D of BCIBA2 than in ring A of CIBA (Fig. 2, S22
and Table S4†).
Next, we considered benzannelated CIBA isomers (BCIBA2a–
e, Fig. 7 and S20†) where each has two migratory Clar's sextets in
the S0 state. There is a variation in the relative energies in the S0
state, which should be due to steric congestion between the
ketone units and the benzene rings. Comparing the E(T1) of the
various BCIBA2 isomers it is clear that the energies decrease as
one goes from a system with low Hückel-aromaticity in the T1
state such as BCIBA2 having two migratory sextets, over
a system with increased aromaticity, e.g., BCIBA2a and BCIBA2b
with two localized sextets and one migratory, to maximal
number of Hückel-aromatic sextets which occurs in the BCIBA2c isomer having four localized sextets in their T1 states.
Thus, the connectivity within the benzannelated units allows
for tuning of E(T1) by nearly 0.25 eV (6 kcal mol1). There are
only small variations in the E(T1) between BCIBA2a and BCIBA2b, which are equiaromatic,56 and between the three BCIBA2c–e (also equiaromatic), which likely are due to diﬀerences
in the extent of steric congestion between the benzene and
ketone moieties in the T1 relative to the S0 state.
Then, when considering the tetrabenzannelated CIBA
isomers (BCIBA3 and isomers) we see that the rationale still
holds as the isomer with the largest increase in number of Clar's
sextets when going from S0 to T1 has the lowest E(T1) (1.26 eV,
Fig. S21†). BCIBA3d, on the other hand, has the smallest
increase in number of Clar's sextets, and accordingly, the
largest E(T1) (1.47 eV). Combined, the calculations demonstrate
that through systematic manipulation of the amount of Clar's
sextets in the T1 vs. the S0 state we can qualitatively predict and
rationalise trends in the excited state energies.
Five BCIBA molecules (including BCIBA0) were selected for
a detailed analysis on how E(T1) depends on the delocalization
of the unpaired electrons. The EDDBH plots reveal that the main
diﬀerence among these molecules occurs at the C atoms of the
two pyrrolo units as the delocalization visually varies from one
compound to another, while it seems constant at the two
C–C]O units (Fig. S23†). There is also a correlation between the
amount of delocalization and E(T1) (R2 ¼ 0.98, Fig. S24†). All in
all, we observe that the more delocalized unpaired electrons in
the C atoms of the two pyrrolo units, the more stable the T1 state
becomes as the conjugation in this unit increases (Table S3†).
Furthermore, it can be seen that the magnitude of the S1–T1
splitting is not constant across the series. For BCIBA0 we see
a relatively large vertical S1–T1 splitting of 1.41 eV which

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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diminishes to 1.04 eV in BCIBA2. Noteworthy, the HOMO and
LUMO are localized similarly in these compounds, but when
analysing the electron congurations in the vertically excited S1
and T1 states (Table S5†), we nd that as the system becomes
larger congurations in addition to the singly excited HOMO-toLUMO excitation become important for the description of the
T1 state. Hence, our assumption on a similarity between the T1
and S1 states is not entirely correct, and this is found especially
when we move from BCIBA0 and CIBA to BCIBA2–3. As the two
states are no longer strongly similar in character, we now
observe diﬀerences in their energy gaps. This highlights that
although we can rationalise and tune the excited state energies
rather precisely through the understanding and modication of
Hückel-aromaticity in the lowest excited states, there remains
additional diﬀerences between the molecules.
Other modications of Cibalackrot-type compounds
The CIBA scaﬀold can be viewed as composed of various
segments which can be exchanged to other moieties, an

(a) BCIBA0 and its modiﬁed models (BCIBA0_X) with pNICS(1.7)zz values marked on the modiﬁed rings in the S0 and T1 states.
(b) Plots of adiabatic T1 excited state energies of the compounds.
Fig. 8
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apparent rst one being a change of the two carbonyl groups to
thiocarbonyls, leading to THIO-CIBA. This replacement brings
down both the E(T1) and E(S1) to 0.91 and 2.33 eV, respectively,
whereby the E(S1)/E(T1) ratio increases compared to the parent
CIBA from 2.09 to 2.56 (Fig. S24†). Other modications are
replacements of the peripheral benzene rings with heterocycles
as well as replacements of the pyrrole rings with rings that
either have stronger or weaker Hückel-aromatic character. We
specically probed the replacements of the two pyrrole rings in
BCIBA0 with either pyrazole or benzene rings (Fig. 8). Synthetic
routes to non-benzannulated bipyrrolinones and diphenoquinones have been previously shown which would serve as an
ideal starting point for the attempted synthesis of these types of
compounds.57–59
Indeed, with two benzene rings we achieve a modied
BCIBA0 (BCIBA0_C) which has a negligible E(T1) as the attainment of strong Hückel-aromatic character of two benzene rings
when the molecule is in T1 forces the triplet diradical character
fully towards the carbonyl O and Ca atoms (Fig. S25†). With one

Edge Article
pyrrole and one benzene ring, i.e. BCIBA0_B, the E(T1) is
intermediate between BCIBA0 and BCIBA0_C. Yet, with two
pyrazole rings (BCIBA0_A), having weakened Hückel-aromatic
character compared to pyrrole,60 the E(T1) also moves down,
contrary to the simple rationale. Clearly, there are limitations of
the approach on modulating the E(T1) based on the Hückelaromatic character of the various rings in the CIBA and
BCIBA0 scaﬀolds. The E(T1) most obviously also depends on
bonding features including aromatic character in the S0 state.
This becomes further apparent as one regards imidazole rings
in place of the pyrazoles (Fig. S24†).

Combination into a design approach
Having shown that the excited state energies can be tuned by (i)
choice of substituents at the Ca atoms, (ii) benzannelations, or
(iii) other modications, we now asked to what extents these
approaches can be combined? The BCIBA3 has a low E(T1) and
the apparent question is to what extent this energy can be

Fig. 9 Chemical structures and relevant excitation energies (in eV) of substituted tetrabenzannelated CIBAs (BCIBA3s) as well as DPNDs.
Calculations at TD-M06-2x/def2-SVP//M06-2X/def2-SVP level.
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Fig. 10 The main resonance structures of the substituted CIBA and
DPND in their T1 states. The Hückel-aromatic units are marked in red
while the substituents X used as handles for tuning E(T1) are marked in
blue.

lowered further by attachment of substituents at the Ca
position?
Clearly, with two vinylcyclooctatetraene or two styryl
substituents at the Ca atom, one can achieve a lowered E(T1) and
a higher E(S1)/E(T1) ratio (BCIBA3_S1 and BCIBA3_S2, Fig. 9),
however, a dilemma being that the E(T1) moves signicantly
below the ideal value of 1.1 eV. Instead, to preferentially raise
E(S1) as compared to E(T1) one may utilize uoro substitution at
Ca, leading to BCIBA3_S3. For this compound, the adiabatic
E(T1) is slightly above the 1.1 eV and the E(S1)/E(T1) ratios
resemble those of SCIBA1 which functions as a singlet ssion
chromophore. Using computations, we have thus identied
a CIBA-based chromophore with high E(T1) and high E(S1)/E(T1)
ratio motivating further experimental work towards this or
similar compounds.
Importantly, the same approach can be utilized to tailor
DPNDs with targeted excited state energies. By changing the
substituents at the site with highest spin density in the T1 state
we can again vary the E(T1), and also the E(S1)/E(T1) ratios as
seen in Fig. 9. It is likely that benzannelation also can be
utilized to further tune the excited state energies of DPNDs.
Thus, by identifying where the spin density is localized and
which units are Hückel-aromatic one can design new singlet
ssion candidate chromophores.

Chemical Science
Taken together, we are able to present a more comprehensive understanding of the nature of the excited states in
Cibalackrot-type compounds, their energies and how they can
be tuned through tailoring the molecular scaﬀold whereby
novel singlet ssion chromophore candidates were identied.
Here, it is noteworthy that also dipyrrolonaphthyridinedione
(DPND) in its T1 state is Hückel-aromatic instead of Bairdaromatic. This is clear from a similar analysis as provided for
the Cibalackrot-type molecules, and it can be rationalized by the
structures of Fig. 10. Hence, by choice of substituent at the two
Cb atoms, having highest spin density, the E(T1) of DPND can be
tuned.
Across the entire eld of organic chromophore applications,
it is paramount to be able to precisely tune excited states to
advance technologies. We argue that without a detailed
understanding of these states it is not possible to design new
and improved chromophores that can achieve the desired
properties. Indeed, tools such as changing substituents at sites
of greater/smaller spin density and the manipulation of the
excited state aromatic character have hardly been explored
within the context of functional organic materials and could
provide new and powerful tools to rationally tailor their properties. Earlier, one of us argued that Baird's rule on excited state
aromaticity and antiaromaticity can be a handy back-of-anenvelope tool for such design of optically active functional
materials.61 Yet, here we also note the complications, limitations and pitfalls of the excited state aromaticity and antiaromaticity concepts, where Baird-type excited state (anti)
aromaticity is the most common form, yet not the only one.
Polycyclic systems can be Hückel-aromatic in both the S0 state
and in the lowest excited states, yet with the aromatic character
distributed diﬀerently between the rings. As Hückel-aromaticity
implies a larger number of paired electrons in the aromatic
cycle it should, when possible, be preferred over Baird-aromaticity.41 Hence, care needs to be exercised and one needs to
explore what type of aromaticity is at hand in a particular system
when in its lowest triplet or singlet excited state. There is
otherwise a clear risk of the overuse of the Baird-aromaticity
concept to molecules to which it does not apply.

Conclusions and outlook

Computational methods

Our reanalysis of the Cibalackrot scaﬀold revealed its Hückel
aromatic characters in both the S0 and T1 states, instead of
Baird-aromatic in the latter. In the triplet state we nd that the
pyrrolic rings gain Hückel-aromatic character relative to the S0
state and that the unpaired electrons are delocalized mainly
through the central core (NARID) of the molecule. By changing
the substituents at the site of greatest spin density, i.e. at the
two Ca atoms, one can eﬀectively adjust the spin density
distribution on the chromophore whereby the excited state
energy levels can be varied over a wide range (1 eV). Another
means to tune the excited state energies is provided by
increasing the Hückel aromatic character in the excited state
relative to the ground state by elaborating on the number and
type of aromatic sextets of the peripheral aromatic ring system
through further benzannelation of the Cibalackrot scaﬀold.

All S0 and T1 optimized geometries were obtained using the
M06-2X62 functional together with the def2-SVP basis set.63
Basing on the optimized ground state geometries, the E(S1)'s
were evaluated at TD-DFT M06-2X/def2-SVP level. The E(T1)'s
were evaluated with a DSCF procedure at DFT M06-2X/def2-SVP
level, which manually adjusts the spin multiplicities for both
vertical and adiabatic geometries.64 The electron spin density
distributions were analysed with Multiwfn 3.7 (ref. 65) based on
the relaxed T1 state geometries.
Aromaticity was evaluated in terms of the nucleus independent chemical shi (NICS),43,44 anisotropy of the induced
current density (AICD)45 plots, the aromatic uctuation index
(FLU),47 and the multicenter index (MCI)48 computed at the
optimized geometries on B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level,66–68 which
had been benchmarked and widely used in evaluating aromatic

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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criteria. NICS values were calculated at 1.7 Å above the ring
centers (NICS(1.7)zz)44 using the gauge independent atomic
orbital (GIAO)69 method. The p-only NICS(1.7)zz plots (pNICS(1.7)zz) were obtained by using the sigma-model method
implemented in the AROMA package70 which removes the
sigma contributions. NICS-XY scans were performed using the
AROMA package scanning from 1.7 Å above the plane of the
molecule. AICD plots were generated with the AICD 2.0.0
program at 0.050 a.u. isosurface.45 The harmonic oscillator
model of aromaticity (HOMA)46 measures the geometric aspect
of aromaticity and was calculated with Multiwfn 3.7. The FLU
and MCI were performed with the ESI-3D collection of
programs.71 Electron delocalization has been also examined
using the electron density of delocalization bond (EDDBH)49,50 at
the M06-2X/def2-SVP and B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) levels. In EDDBH
calculations, Multiwfn and NBO 3.1 (ref. 72) programs have
been used, where the latter was employed together with
Gaussian 16.73 EDDBH surfaces have been visualized using
Avogadro.74,75 Atomic charges and electronic spin densities have
been calculated using quantum theory of atoms-in-molecules
(QTAIM) scheme,76 which was done using the “medium
quality grid” with a spacing of 0.1 Bohr.
The diradical characters (yn, n ¼ 0, 1, 2, ., ) were calculated
according to the literature method,6 with spin-projected UHF
(PUHF) theory and 6-311+G(d,p) basis set.
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